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Abstract 
The Ruelle operator was first introduced by Ruelle in 1968 in his study of 
one-dimensional lattice gases and he proved a convergence theorem. Since then, 
the Ruelle operator has been playing an important role in studying the behavior 
of dynamical systems, statistical mechanics and fractals. In this thesis, we make 
a survey on the Ruelle operator theorem for expansive dynamical systems and its 
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Let {X^d) be a compact metric space and T : -> X be a continuous map. 
Given a continuous function 0 ： ^ M (the potential function), we can define 
an operator L办:C{X) — C{X) as 
“m= E 已 偏 m . 
yGT-ix 
This operator is called the Ruelle operator. Let AI(X,T) denote the set of all 
r-invariant Borel probability measures and h,{T) denote the measure-theoretic 
entropy of T with respect to An invariant probability measure fi小 e M(X, T) 
is called an equilihnum state of 0 if it satisfies the variational principle, i.e. 
/V � = / ^ c o + J 恤小) 
where 尸了� is the topological pressure associated with 小 and T (see chapter 2). 
The Ruelle operator theorem can be roughly stated as follows (see Theorem 3.8 
for a more precise statement). 
Theorem 1.1. For a certain collection of transformations T and potential func-
t—s 小，^ has a unique positive ezgenfunctzon h G and a unique eigenmea-
戮 “ e MW correspondmg to the spectral radius A. The measure /i = hiy is 
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the equilibrium state of (p. Moreover for any f G C(X) we have 
lim - iy{f)h\\ = 0. (1.1) 
n—^oo \ ‘ 
In 1968 Ruelle [20] first used this operator in his study of one-dimensional 
lattice gases and proved a convergence theorem. The equilibrium state of such 
a system was shown to be unique and have strong ergodic properties. In 1973, 
Bowen [5] extended Ruelle's proof and obtained the convergence theorem for one-
sided shift spaces. This theorem together with the theory of Markov partitions 
were used by Bowen [7] to study the ergodic property of the Axiom A diffeomor-
pliisms. Since then, other approaches towards the Ruelle theorem have appeared. 
For example, Walters [23] gave another proof using the "-measure introduced by 
Keane and showed that the theorem also holds for Dini continuous potential-
s. Later Walters [25] generalized the Ruelle theorem in a more general setting 
where a dynamical system can be expansive and mixing and a potential can be 
of summable variation; Fan and Jiang [10] gave a proof for a locally expanding 
and mixing dynamical system on a general compact metric space associated with 
a potential satisfying the Dini condition. 
The Ruelle operator has been playing an important role in studying the be-
havior of dynamical systems, statistical mechanics and fractals. In the dimension 
theory, a probability measure 厂 on a metric space X is called a measure of full 
dimension if dim//p = dim//_X. It is an open problem to determine for which 
maps / , there exists a /-invariant ergodic probability measure on any compact 
/-invariant set K with dim// fi = dim// K. Ruelle operator theorem together with 
the theory of Markov partition shows that for an Axiom A diffeomorphism T and 
Holder continuous function cp, there is a unique equilibrium state /i which is ergod-
ic and Bernoulli if T is mixing. In [6], Bowen proved that the Hausdorff dimension 
of quasicircles is given by the unique root of Bowen's equation P{-t log |/'|) = 0. 
And he also showed that the 力-Hausdorff measure on quasi-circle is equivalent 
to the Gibbs measure corresponding to —,log|.厂|. Later, Ruelle [22] extended 
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Bowen，s results and showed that the Gibbs measure on conformal repeller J of a 
is of full dimension. Gatzouras and Peres [12] provided a more general 
result for C^-conformal expanding maps. Recently, Feng [11] proved that for each 
compact invariant set K on the A:-torus under a diagonal endomorphism which 
satisfies weak specification, carries a unique invariant measure of full dimension. 
In this thesis, we make a survey on the Ruelle operator theorem for expansive 
dynamical systems and its applications in dimension theory of invariant sets and 
me總res. The thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2, ba.ic definitions 
and results in ergodic theory will be introduced. In chapter 3’ we study the 
Ruelle operator. When the dynamical system is expansive and the potential 
function is of summable variation, we show that there is a unique equilibri画 
state for this system, and then prove a convergence theorem. As an example, we 
discuss the symbolic dynamical system. In chapter 4, we establish the main result 
(Theorem 4.7), that the equilibri画 state on the cookie-cutter set is a measure 
of full dimension. Then we discuss the general result for a conformal repeller for 
a C^-expanding map (Theorem 4.8). 
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Chapter 2 
Entropy’ Pressure and 
Variational Principle 
In this chapter, we will introduce the definitions of measure-theoretic entropy, 
topological pressure and their basic relationship. The lemmas and theorems are 
well-known results. They are mainly adopted from [7, 26 . 
We take the opportunity to introduce some notation. Let {X, d) be a compact 
metric space with metric d. C{X) will denote the Banach space of real-valued 
continuous functions on X with the supremiim norm, denoted by || • ||. M{X) 
denotes the probability measure space on the cr-algebra of Borel sets of X. Note 
that M{X) is a compact convex metrisable space in the weak* topology. Given 
a map T : X ^ X lei M{X,T) c M{X) be the set of T-invariant probability 
measures, i.e. “ G M{X,T) if ijl{T-^E) = ^{E) for all Borel sets E, which is 
equivalent to " ( / o T) = ii{f) for all f 6 C{X). Br{x) will denote the ball 
centered at x of radius r. 
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2.1 Entropy 
The definition of the entropy of a measure-preserving transformation T of (；^，迅，� 
is in three stages: the entropy of a finite sub c-algebra of 迟，the entropy of the 
transformation of T relative to a finite sub .-algebra and finally, the entropy of 
T. 
Throughout this chapter (X, will denote a probability space. 
2.1.1 Entropy of a Partition 
Let us consider a partition 二 { A , . . .，D , } of (X ,迅，and take a look at the 
possible outcomes of an experiment, where the probability of the outcome A is 
_ � ‘ We want to associate to this experiment a number H,{V) which measures 
the amoimt of uncertainty about the outcome of the experiment. This motivates 
us to define the entropy of a partition. 
Definition 2.1. LetV = {Di,..., D,} be a fimte parUUon of a measure space 
(X,迅，…(I.e. the A，s are pavrwise disjoint and X = Uti A；. The entropy of 
^ 仏 — 職 — e r / / " (P) = — log/.(A). 
As mentioned above, H,{V) is a measure of the uncertainty information 
gained by performing the experiment with outcomes {A， . . . ’ 0^}. 
Remarks 
(1) UV = then H,{V) = 0. Intuitively, this is because the experiment is 
trivial and so there is no uncertainty of this experiment. 
(2) H,{V) > 0. 
(3) If r is measure-preserving, i.e. // is T-invariant, then = 
(4) If 2) == P h …，D,} then H,{V) < logk, and N,(V) = logk only if when 
= 1/k for all i. 
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2.1.2 Conditional Entropy 
Let us take some time to talk about the conditional entropy. It is not required 
to give the definition of the entropy of a transformation, though, it is helpful in 
understanding the properties of entropy. 
Definition 2.2. Let C = {Ci,-- - ,Cy and V = {i:>i，...be two finite 
partitions of {X, ^,/x). The entropy of C given T> is the number 
丑 " _ = 赞 丨 。 g 發 
= 斜 ) i � g 發 ’ 
omitting the j-terms when fi�Dj) = 0. 
The term H,^{C/V) can be viewed as a measure of the uncertainty information 
gained by performing the experiment represented by C given another experiment 
D. 
Denote the join of two partitions by 
vvC = {DinCj: Die D, Cj e C}. 
We write V CC to mean that each element of P is a union of elements of C. The 
following theorem provides some important properties of entropy and conditional 
entropy. 
Theorem 2.3. Let (X,D3，"）be a probability space. If A, C, V are finite parti-
tions of X then: 
(1) H,{V V C/A) = H,{V/A) + H,{C/A V V). 
(2) H入V V C) = H,{V) + H人CIV). 
(3) VCC ^ H丨人V/A) < H人CIA). 
6 
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(4) VCC ^ H^iV) < H^XC). 
(5) VCC HM/V) > HM/C). 
(6) H,{A/C) < H,(A). 
(V H,{VyC/A) < H,{C/A) + H入VIA). 
� H,{VyC)<H,{V) + H,{C). 
� IfT is measure-preserving then 
= H,{C/V) and H沪V�= H,{V). 
Remarks: Theorem 2.3 (8) shows that the entropy of a finite partition is sub-
additive. One will see that this property guarantees the existence of the entropy 
of a measure-preserving transformation. 
2.1.3 Entropy of a Measure-Preserving Transformation 
Definition 2.4. Suppose T : X X zs a measure-preservzng transformaUon of 
仇 已 — 磁 t y 啊 e {X, IfVisa finite parUtion of X then 
K{T： V) = Jhn 
‘ i = 0 
zs called the entropy ofT with respect to V. fWe will show that the above limU 
always exists using Lemma 2.5.) 
Lemma 2.5. Suppose { a j : ! is a sequence satisfying i n f，> - oo , < 
a几 + S for all Then lim^^^，exists and equals inf^，. 
In Definition 2.4, we let a . = = 聊 二 ” V ) , note that ^ is T-invariant, 
using Theorem 2.3 (8) we get 
n+m-l 
j=n 
It follows immediately from Lemma 2.5 that V) exists. 
7 
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Definition 2.6. Define the entropy of fi with respect to T by 
/V(T) 二 sup/ip(T:P)， 
V 
where V ranges over all finite partitions. 
Remarks 
(1) /i/x(T) > 0. The entropy could be +oo. 
(2) If h^{T) = 0 then V) = 0 for every finite partition V. 
From now on, we will denote the diameter of a partition V hy \V . 
Lemma 2.7. Let X be a compact metric space, ft e M{X), £ > 0 and C a finite 
Borel partition. Then there exists a 5 > 0 such that H^{C\V) < e whenever V is 
a partition with < & 
Theorem 2.8. IfV^ is a sequence of a partition of X with \Vn\ 0. Then 
K{T) = lim h巡,V.n). 
n—¥oo 
This theorem is of great use when considering an expansive map, in particular, 
the entropy of the transformation is given by the entropy of a finite partition 
whenever its diameter is bounded by a certain constant. 
A continuous map T \ X ^ X o{ b. compact space is called expansive 
(sometimes one-sided expansive) if there exists a (5o > 0 with the property that 
< 5q) \fn > 0 implies x = y. The constant 5q is called the expansive 
constant of T. The expanding map on a Riemannian manifold and the shift map 
on a symbolic space which will be discussed in later chapters are examples of 
expansive maps. 
Proposition 2.9. Suppose T : X ^ X is expansive with expansive constant 
then /i"(T) = h 丨人 T\V) whenever /i e M{X,T) and \V\ < So. 
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2.2 Topological Pressure 
In this section we will define the topological pressure / V � of 於 € C{X) with 
respect to T. 
Assume T : X -> X is a continuous map on a compact metric space X. Let 
U be a finite open cover of X , PKn(l/) the set of all m-strings 
of members of U. We write m = m([/), 
糊 = { x ex : T'x e Uik for A: = 0 ’ . . . ，m — 1}: 
(m— 1 \ 
Sm(t>{U) = sup I HT^x) : x e X([/) > . 
I k=0 J 
In case X(l/) = 0, we set = 一⑴.We say that F c covers X if 
^ = Define 
ZJ^ 小,10 = iniJ^Smm) 
uer 
where F runs over all subsets of covering X. 
Lemma 2.10. The limit 
Pr{(t>M) = lim — log Zm{(t>M) 
m-^oo rn ‘ 
exists and if finite. 
Definition 2.11. The limit 
PT{<t>) = lim Pr{(t>M) 
diam{U) - > 0 \ ‘ 
z<s called the topological pressure of cj). 
Proposition 2.12. The topological pressure of 小 always exists (but may be +oo). 
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Theorem 2.13. Let 7] : Xi Xi (i = 1 , 2 � b e continuous maps on compact 
metric spaces, n : Xi X2 continuous and onto satisfying n oTi = T2 o tt. Then 
PTM<Pn{4>o'K) 
for(/>eC{X2). 
Theorem 2.14 (Variational Principle). Let T : X X be a continuous map on 
a compact metric space and 4> € C{X). Then 
P r W = sup ( / v C n + J 
where fi runs over M{X, T). 
Variational Principle is the basic relationship between measure-theoretic en-
tropy and topological pressure. It was proved for some transformations by Ruelle 
21] and then for all transformations by Walters [24]. Later, other proofs were 
given by Denker [8]，Misiurewicz [18] and Bowen [7 . 
Definition 2.15. We say fi 6 M{X,T) an equilibrium state for 小 with respect 
to T if fi satisfies 
K{T) + J ^dll = PT{cf>). 
10 
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Ruelle Operator Theorem 
In this chapter, we first discuss Ruelle operator theorem in section 3.1. Those 
results were given by Walters in [25]. Then we will apply the result to one-sided 
shift space to have a deeper insight in section 3.2’ for example, the Gibbs measure 
is the unique equilibrium state on symbolic space; the conditional probability of 
“ i s given by the following formula: 
M M . . . � � + 2 . . . ) = Vc = - O e E j . 
3.1 Ruelle Operator Theorem 
Let X be a compact metric space with metric d ^ndT ： X X is continuous 
surjection such that the set T - � i s at most countable for each x 6 X. We assume 
further that T always h朋 the following properties I and II： 
I. There exists a constant e � � 0 such that for every a: 6 T-i(jB2印� nX) 
can be written uniquely as a disjoint union of a finite or countable number of open 
subsets /li(.T)A(;r)，... of ；T with T be a local homeomorphism of /I办)onto 
战印⑷ not decreasing any distances(i.e., if y�y' e Mx), d{Ty,Ty) > d(y,y')). 
Note that if dix^x ) < e�there is a natural bijection between the sets T]cc and 
乂 by letting y e T'^x correspond to y e T'^x if y and y' lie in the same 
11 
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We shall use the notation y' to denote the point of corresponding to 
y e T'^x when d{x,x) < e� . Notice that d{y,y') < d{x,x') < e。，so the elements 
of T- and are linked by a natural bijection too. This gives rise to a 
natural bijection between the sets T'^'x and T'^'x' (n > 1) when d{x,x) < eq. 
We use the notation y' for the point in T一几corresponding to y e T'^^x. 
11. Ve > 0 37V/ > 0 such that V.r G X，T'^^x is e-dense in X，i.e. \Jz e X, 
3y e T-'^^x such that d{y, z) < e. 
Now we define the Ruelle operator: For 小 G C{X) let C办:C{X) C{X) be 
given by 
亡 M = E e _ / ( y )， x e x . 
yGT-^x 
We use the notation Sn(/>(x) for ^{T'x). Note that 
、： {Clf){x) = Y. 6 � _ / 0 / ) . 
We assume the function • has the following conditions: 
(i) There exists a number K > {) such that e树忍)< -AT, Vx G 
(ii) If d(x, < eo then 
：= sup sup (Sn(/>(lj) - SnCKy'y) 
yeT-^x 
exists, is bounded above by a constant C^, and C认x') -> 0 as d{x, 
0. 
Remark: The conditions II, (i), (ii) do not depend on the choice of the metric d 
on X while condition I does and in some examples we can change to an equivalent 
metric for which I holds. 
Let C; denote the dual of The following lemma will be useful in the study 
of equilibrium states. 
Lemma 3.1. Let T : X X satisfy I and let (j) G C{X) satisfy (i) and (ii). 
Then there exists a real number A > 0 and u G M{X) such that C^u = Xu. 
12 
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iVoo/ The map — [/：;",(1 ) ” £ ; , , is a continuous map of M[X) into M{X) 
and since M{X) is a non-empty compact convex set, this map has a fixed point 
“G M{X) by the Schauder-Tychonoff fixed point theorem. Let A = /：；“⑴’ then 
Clu = Xu. ‘ • 
Lemma 3.2. LetT : X X saUsfy I and II and let 小 e C{X) saUsfy � and 
问 . T h 饥 一 ‘ � 0 —re exist N>QandaeR such that for all cc, z e X， 
窗 can find y 6 T-Nj： n B“z) with H^'y) > a. , 
P 一 . Let e < eo be given. From the condition II we choose iV e N such that 
is i-dense in X for each x 6 X. Since X is compact, we choose finite 
之1 ’ • • •，4 so that B. (zj) cover X and also choose finite ：^】，...，爪 so that B . (x,) 
cover 义 Fix j, since T'^a:^ is | dense, there exists y, E T-^x.^ with d(y,丨二 < 
悬.Let G X, choose i so that < Let y be the point of T—"t 
corresponding to iji. Then 
认y,勺）< Vi) + d{yu + i = ！， 
4 4 2 
hence y G T'^x n B�(勺).Moreover, we have 
SN 彻 = S N c K y ) — SN(i>{yi) + 树 y j 
> SNcKvi) — c小 
> minf^ yv^CyO 一 C^]三 a,-
Let a = m i n i a y , then a is the desired number. • 
Let us introduce the .^ -measures. Let g X — (0,1) be a continuous function 
satisfying E .^ t - i . = 1’ Vx 6 X. Such a function is called a g-functwn for 
T. We let G{X) be the set of all 没-functions, i.e. 
= {9e C{X) : ^ > 0 and ^ ^ g[y) = 1 Vo; G ； 
yer-^x 
Note that = Z y , T - r ^ : . 9 ( y ) g { T y ) . .會 - �侧 . 
13 
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If we take 0 = log", then condition (i) holds for /C = 1, and condition (ii) 
becomes 
(ii)' If d{x, x') < eo then 
Dg{x,x') :=sup sup f l ^ ^ j ^ 
exists and bounded by D^, and 1 as d(x, 0. This is equivalent 
to the following: 
xO ：= sup sup n -1 <D,-1 
n>i v^r-^x giT'y') 
for all x,x' e X with d[x, x') < e � a n d Dl{x,x') 0 as d{x,x') — 0. We can 
restate the Lemma 3.2 as follows. 
Lemma 3.3. If g e G(X) satisfies condition (ii)' and T still satisfies I and II 
then Ve > 0，3N�0 and b � 0 such that Vx, z e X 3ij e T-^x 门 B“z) with 
nr=o oiTUj) > b > 0 . 
Definition 3.4. Suppose is a probability space and € is a finite suh-
(7-algebra of 绝 . T h e conditional expectation of f with respect to € is 
EmU/^) :=^lcW(l/m(C)) [ fdm. 
ce€ Jc 
Definition 3.5. Suppose {X.'^^m) is a probability space, P is a finite or count-
• measurable partition, and J is a sub-a-algebra of 迅 . T h e information func-
tion of ,6 given ^ is 
U P / d ) - - = - ^ 1 l ^ W log 丑 
Theorem 3.6. Let T satisfy I and let g e G{X) satisfy {ii)'. Let m e M(X). 
The following are equivalent: 
� ^Igg^ = m. 
14 
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(2) meM{X,T) and 
曙 T � ) = J2 g{y)f{y) 
yGT-iTx 
a.e.(m) for f e 
� m e M{X, T) and 
+ log力 > + Vr/ G M{X,T). 
Proof. (1) —(2). I f / e C p O , 
jfoTdm = JC“JoT�dm = f 9{y)f{Ty)dm{x) 
yeT-ix 
= / f � 9{y)dm{x) = [ fdm, 
J yer-^x J 
so meM{X,T). If /GLi(m), 
m(/ ) = m ( 4 g J . ) = m ( ( A � g J ' ) � : r ) = I ^ 咖 肌 ⑷ ’ 
yeT-^Tx 
SO 
E W / T � �二 ； ^ 耐 ⑷ a.e.(m). 
yGT-iTx 
(2) 4 (3). Note that n X) can be written uniquely as a disjoint 
union of a finite or countable number of open subsets /I2,…of 义 and T\a. is a 
homeomorphism of A, onto So if (2) holds, we have /饥⑶ /T-丄叫= 
— log 分.For rj 6 M{X,T), let 外：X R be the function defined a . e . � by 
Therefore = - log"” and 
= r^{\og{g/g^)) < _ 1) (sincelogrr < a; - 1) 
二 / J l ， ( l i -―） 
= J2 (div) - 9n{y))dr]{x) - 0, 
yeT-^Tx 
15 
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and + log") - 0 if and only if logOy/"”）= gjg^ — 1 a.e.⑷，i.e. 
g = g” a.e. (j]). But if m satisfies (2) then g = Qm a.e. (m). Therefore (3) holds. 
(3) (1). The probability measure m satisfies (3) if and only if 分=g-m a.e. 
(m). Let f e C{X) and we want to show m(J) = m{Cioggf). 
饥 ( A o s g f ) = Hi^ioggf) oT) 二 9 { y ) f { y ) d m { x ) 二 m(/). 
yGT-iTx 
• 
A probability measure m on X is called a g-measure for a given function 
g 6 G{X) if it satisfies the equivalent conditions of Theorem 3.6. By Schaucler-
Tychonoff theorem always has a fixed point in M{X) so 化measures always 
exist. Note that for a f^-measure m, we have 
The following result was done by Walters [23] for the case of a one-sided 
subshift of finite type. Later it will be used to prove the main theorem in this 
chapter (Theorem 3.8). 
Theorem 3.7. Let T : X — X satisfy I and II and let g e G{X) satisfy (ii)'. 
Then there exists fi G M{X) such that 
lim ||/:rog,/-M/)ll=o VfeC{X) 
TX 7 OO 
and /J, is the only g-measure i.e., C^^^gfi = 
Proof. Denote Cxogg by C. Let f e C{X). 
We first show the set > 0} is an equicontiniious subset of C{X). 
16 
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Suppose X, X G X and d{x, x') < c < cq. Then 
yeT-^x 
+ E fiy'My)... 一 gW)... giT^-W)] 
yeT-^x 
< sup{|/(iz) 一 f{v)\ ： V) < e} 
+ 11/11 F g�…g(r—��gijj)…• g i r - � j 
^ s u p { | / � — / � I ： d{u., v) < e} + \\f\\Dl{x,x'). 
This implies {O-fln > 0} is an equicontinuoiis subset of C{X). Note that 
< 11/11 for Vn > 0 and f e C{X), hence by Arzela-Ascoli theorem the 
closure of { A V | n > 0} is compact. Therefore there is a sequence n, of positive 
integers and f* G C{X) with C'^f /*. we have 
niin(/) < min(L/) < < min(/*) < ma^(/*) < • . . < max(L/) < ma^(/). 
Clearly mm{C^r) = min(广）for all k > 0. We want to show min(广）=广.By 
Lemma 3.3 choose TV > 0 and 6 > 0 so that \/x,w e X,3y e T - ^ t 门 B4w) 
with riz^o^ ffC^'y) > b. Also choose 2： G X with min(£" /*) = C^f*{z). Then 
/ % ) = min ( r ) for \Jy 6 T'^z and so / % ) = min(/*) for points y in an 6-dense 
set. 
Therefore min(/*) = f\ Put M / ) = /*，then ,, : R is a member of 
M ( ; 0 by the Riesz representation theorem. Clearly C*fi = Erne M(X) and 
� � = 爪 ， t h e n integrating C^f — < / ) with respect to m gives m ( / ) = 
for V/ G C{X). Hence m = fi. 口 
We are ready to state the main result in this chapter. 
17 
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Theorem 3.8. Let T : X X satisfy I and II and let cj) G C{X) satisfy (?；) and 
� . L e t “G M{X) and X > 0 be such that C*u = Xu (u and A are as in Lemma 
3.1 and C = C办).Then 
(1) e C{X), /i > 0 such that u{h) = 1, Ch = Xh and 
lim - iy{f)h\\ 二 0, for all f e C{X). 
71—CO \ ^ 
� The function g =�e^ . h)/{X -hoT) belongs to G{X), satisfies {ii)', and 
the measure /j, determined by Theorem 3.1 is h- v. And fi is the unique 
g-measure. 
(S) f.1 is positive on nonempty open sets and has no atoms. 
(4) ^ o T-'' fj, in M{X). 
(5) /i is T-invariant, i.e. fx(J) = fi(J o T). 
� l^iU 'B/T-'^) + 0) > + cf>) for Vrj G M{X,T), and the 
value of the left-hand side is log A. 
(V ( 了 i s an exact endomorphism, i.e.门二qT—consists only of sets of 
measure 0 or 1 for fx. 
W G C{X) also satisfies (i) and (ii) then ii办=fi^ if and only if 小 and 
are homologous with respect to T, i.e. there is ceR and u G C{X) so that 
H^) - ipix) = u{Tx) - u{x) + c’ 0； G X. 
Proof. We shall write C, C{x,x') instead of C如 
(1). To obtain /i, let 
A = { / e C{X) : / > 0 , " ( / ) = 1 and f{x) < e��工’勺(cc') if d(x, < e � } . 
Our main idea is first to show that A is nonempty convex compact subset of 
0 ( X ) and then consider the continuous map A'^jC, we will show that it maps A 
18 
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into A. Then apply the Schauclei-Tychoiioff fixed point theorem to obtain a fixed 
point A 6 A of the map X-^C. 
Clearly A is nonempty because A-i£l E A. And also A is convex and closed. 
Fix some < e� . Let N and a be chosen for by Lemma 3.3. Let e X, 
choose some point y�G T'^x n B,, (w) with Sn偏 > a. Then ， 
广 = eSN 小 � � f 秘 
yeT-^x 
> e 知•)/("()) 
> 巧(2/0) 
Therefore f{w) < e � — f o r all w^xeX. This gives f{w) < f)== 
eC—a^N = K for all weX. Hence A is bounded. 
A is equicontinuous because if / G A and satisfy d{x,x') < e� ’ then 
1 / � — / ⑷ 丨 = m a x ( / ( x ) 一 肌 J\x') 一 J{x)) 
< (/(:r')[eC(:’T') 一 1], /⑷[gC(工'’工)—ij) 
< K max(eC(i，力—^ 6匚(？，4 _ i)， 
and this is small when •， x ' � i s small by condition (ii). Therefore A is compact 
by the Arzela-Ascoli theorem. 
We now show that A]/： maps A into A. I f / e A and .t, a/ e X, x^) < 
then 
yeT-^x 
< J 一')/(2/)(e树(力eC(歸')） 
yer-^x 
< I w 产 ? ) . 
We can now apply the Schauder-Tychonoff fixed point theorem to obtain a fixed 
point h e A of A—1 广 Therefore Ch 二 Xh, = l,h>0 and h(x) < 
19 
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if d{x, x') < Co. We show h > 0. If /？‘⑷ 二 0 for some x G X, then since 
= = 0, we conclude that h vanished on the set [J二o which 
is dense by condition II. Then h = 0 contradicting " ( / ) = 1. Therefore /i > 0 on 
X. 
(2). Let g = e'^h/{Xh o T). Clearly p > 0 and 
y = y 萬 ⑷ 二 丄 e偏Kv) 
= 1 . 
So g e G{X). The reason why g satisfies condition (ii)' is as follows. 
Let X, x' G X and d{x, x') < eo. If y € then 
7 "(『'")二 • - 场 ' ) ％ ) " � 
f i 9{TV) h{y') h{x') 
and so 
- f i giTHf) 
< QSn<f>iy)-Sn4>{y')-Ciy',y)+C(xy) 
Hence 
-C{x',x)-Cix,x') < T T gjT'y) C{x\x)+C(x,x') 
- f i giT'vO - . 
Condition (ii)' is satisfied. 
By theorem 3.7 we have 
K o , g f — f^irn = 0, for all f e C{X) 
where " G A4{X) is the only fixed point of /：^^^ in M(X). We have 
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so that 
We want to show that / . ( / /A) = " ( / ) . Let m e M(X) be defined by m(f)= 
iy{hf). Then 
一 ) = u{h • A一) = liy(£(f . /,)) 二 • 二 爪(,） 
so that m = 11. Therefore " ( / ) = u{hf). This gives 
IIA-V7Y — ^{f)h\\ = 0，for all f e C{X). 
According to Theorem 3.7, is the unique "-measure. 
(3). Given e > 0, we can find yV > 0 and 6 > 0 such that li x,w e X, there 
exists y丨 e T -^x 门 B“w) with f]二！ g ( T y ) > 6 > 0 by Lemma 3.3. ’ 
KBeM) = j C:…—�dfl 
=J E …"(严-、Mz 
> J 9{y')"'g{T''-'y')dii>b. 
This means fj, is positive on nonempty open sets. 
Assume /i has atoms and z is the point with largest weight. Then 
" � 二 / E 9{y)Xzdii = g{z)^i{Tz). 
yer-^x 
This means g(z) has to be 1 because of the choice of z and hence contradicts 
" � 0 and EyeT-^.9(y) = 1. 
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(4). Let f e (7⑷， 
lyoTD = iy(jori) = X-�[c\foT'yj 
/ \ 
= A — � Y^ eSncm似ny) 
J 
= A - � ( / • = Hf . 
— • hy{\)) - V{！ . h) (by part (1)) 
二 
Hence " o T - M // in M[X). 
(5). Let f e C{X), notice that 
m)-f){x) = Y1 e 彻 My 脚 
= E 萬 ⑷ 胸 
yeT-1 
=jr{h^{foT))(x). 
Using this we deduce that 
M/) = Hhf) 
="(广 1 从./) 
= A - • / ) 
= A - i " ( / : ( / i ( / � T ) ) ) 
="("•(/。”） 
= M / o T ) . 
(6). We have showen that “ is the unique ^-measure in part (2), according to 
Theorem 3.6 we have 
； + log^7) > "(/”(03/了-1 割 + log^) for all ry E M{X,T). 
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Recall that 
9 = {e^-h)/{X-hoT) 0 = log^ + logA + log / i oT- log / i . 
This gives / , ( / " � " - 1 割 + + for all r^  e M(X, T). Note 
that ^ is T-invariant by (5) and M U ^ / T - ^ ^ ) + log力 二 0 by Theorem 3.6, 
hence " ( W 迅 / 广 + </>)= log A. ， 
(7). Given e � 0 and / e L'(ju) choose 7 e C(X) with / 1 / - 恤 < 芒.Then 
/ 1 巧.-"(/)丨“" 
- / I乙—乙办 + J - + 1/^(7) — M/)l 
-/1乂 — 办 + J — + IM7) -
^ 2 J \f-l\dii + j 
< 3e 
for large enough n by Theorem 3.7. This gives J\C-f — 办 — 0 for all 
/ “ i ( " ) . 
As for the exactness, note that for any f e we have 
/ 剛 门 二 0 T-nm) — < J\E{f\n 二 迟）— 
+ 1 \E[f\T-N 迅）— 
The first term is small for large enough N by Martingale theorem and the second 
term equals f 。 T , 一 g / ) 丨 办 = f — ； 办 and is also small by 
the above argument. Thus E(fl n 二 广‘側 二 f^f) a.e. V/ e and this 
shows (T, fi) is exact. 
(8). Assume that ~ = It follows from the proof of Theorem 3.6 that 
9<t> = fH. So 
於一於=log A 於一log A^ + l o g ^ o T - l o g ^ a.e.(/z 於). 
a 喻 h-ip 
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Conversely, suppose 小一 i/j 二 u o T — u + c kfr some c G E and G C{X). For 
f e 
•y&T-nx 
二 ^^ QSn(f>irj)+u{y)-u{x)-nc 
yer-^x 
yeT-^x 
Therefore O^J - which implies that 
II yimJe-^X^Y^Clf - = 0. 
Hence A^ = 於，h^  = and du^ — e社di/办,and so 
fH �=Mhrpf) = 认 e - � f i = = "乂/). 
• 
Remarks 
(1) If T is expansive then any partition of small diameter is a one-sided gener-
ator for every invariant measure and so we have 
K{T) + j (t>dfjL> hrj{T) + J ct>dr) Mr) € M(X,T), 
and from Theorem 3.8 we know that cj) has a unique equilibrium state fi. 
(2) The fact (T, jj) is an exact endomorphism implies T is strong mixing and 
hence it is ergodic. 
Recently, in [10], Fan and Jiang, following [14], provided a proof for a locally 
expanding and mixing dynamical system on a general compact metric space as-
sociated with a potential satisfying the Dini condition and showed that there is 
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a unique Gibbs measure for a system with the Dini potential. Namely, let X be 
a compact metric space with metric rf and let T : X ^ be a continuous map. 
For n > 0, define the n-Bowen metric as 
从工,y) = m^^ Thj). 
The n-Bowen ball centered at a; e of radius r > 0 is denoted by A 
dynamical system T on X is said to be locally expandmg if there are constants 
A � 1 and a > 0 such that 
d{Tx,Ty) > Xd{x,y), d{x,y)<a. 
(A, a) is called a primary expanding parameter. Assume further that 0 < a < 1. 
A right continuous and increasing function u : R+ R+ with a;(0) is called a 
modulus of continuity. For a modulus of continuity a;, define 
OO 
n=l 
A modulus of continuity uj(t) is said to satisfy the Dini condition if 
广 . ^  
/ -——at < OO. 
Jo i 
For any modulus of continuity u and fixed constants 5 > 0 and iT > 0, define 
to be the space of all functions satisfying 
臉 赞 偏 , 工 , y e X , d{.^y)<a. 
Take 0 > O a function in 邓义乂、and define the Ruelle operator C = C^ ^s 
^f(^) = E ^(y)f(y)： f e C{X). 
yer-^x 
In [10], the authors proved the following result. 
Theorem 3.9 ([10]). Let (X^d) be a compact metric space and T be a locally 
expanding and mixing map with an expanding parameter (A, a), A > 0 < a < 1. 
Let 0 e (t)>Q and C = as above. Then we have: 
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(1) There are a strictly positive number p and a strictly positive function h G 
UkA^) such that Ch 二 ph. 
(2) There is a unique probability measure u G M{X) such that C*u = piy. 
(3) For any 0 < r < a, there is a constant C = C{r) > 0 such that 
where Gn{x) = YrjZl(l^iT^x). 
We suggest readers refer to [10] for more details. 
3.2 Subshifts of Finite Type 
For each n G N we denote the space of right-sided infinite sequences of n symbols 
by 
= {1,2, • • •，n}^ = {a; = (uiUJ2 . . . ) : a;; 6 {1- …，n} for i ” } . 
We call the number oji the i-coordinate of the point u. 
A cylinder is defined as 
Corr“uJm = {{jl . . . jni) ^ : ji = UJi, i 二 1, ... , m}. 
We endow the space S j with the metric 
d(uj,u/) = 2-N 
where N is the largest positive integer with oJi — u'- for every i = 1, • • • It 
induces the topology on E；[‘ such that the space is compact and cylinders are 
disjoint open subsets. 
The shift on E+ is defined by 
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One can check that a is continuous without much difficulty. A subset Q c E+ 
is said to be ^-invariant if a(Q) = Q. When the set Q C E+ is compact and 
a-invariant, the map o-|g is called a subshift. 
Let ^ be an n X n matrix whose entries are either 0 or 1. The compact and 
a-invariant subset 
E+ = •••) … = l,VzG N} 
is called a topological Markov chain with the transfer matrix A. The map 
is called subsMft of finite type. It is topologically mixing (i.e. when U, V are 
nonempty open subsets of S+ there exists an 7Y > 0 so that C7 (^U) n 1/ — 0, 
Vm > N) if A^^ > 0 for some positive integer M. Thus cr satisfies conditions I 
and II. 
Let ： E+ IR be a Holder continuous function with Holder exponent a' 
and define 
Vo'Tk 小=sup{|(^(a;) 一 (j){u')\ : cji = o;;，= 1,...，k}. 
Since 10(0；) 一 於(oy)l < b. d(uWy = 6(2—’九"，Van小 < where a = e 
(0，1). Then Varkcj) < oo and hence condition (ii) holds because 
OO 
c如,o/) < ^ Varkcj) < oo 
A;=L 
if u and ⑴丨 agree in their first m coordinates. And of course condition (i) holds 
since 
for any x e Ej. 
For 0 e C{X) define the Riielle's operator L on C{X) by 
yGa'^x 
Applying the Theorem 3.8, we have 
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Theorem 3.10. Let E j be topologically mixing, cp be Holder continuous and L办 
as above. Then there exist \小 >0, h^e with h办 > 0 and 6 for 
which C小h小=\小h办，= X^u^, = 1 and 
l i m丨 |入： /7 / — " 爹 0 丨 丨 二 0 
m—>oo 丫 
for all f e C(S+). 
For notational simplicity we shall .often drop the index (j) from A, h, u. 
We have a great interest in the following theorem, which says 
Theorem 3.11 ([7]). Suppose S^ J is topologically mixing and 0 : E j -)• M z5 
Holder continuous. There is a unique a-invariant Borel probability measure /j, on 
S j for which one can find constants Ci > 0； C2 > 0 and P such that 
c < 仏… J � 广 
1 - exp(—mP + � _ - ' 
for every u G and m > 0. Here S 饥 = JJ^ Sq^  <^(a�). 
This measure /x is written fi小 and called Gihhs measure of cf). 
Proof. Let /x 二 hi/, where h and u are as in Theorem 3.10. Then // is a probability 
measure on E；^; " ( / ) 二 " ( " / ) . From Theorem 3.8 we know that is a-invariant 
and is mixing for a. 
Let a = Vark4> < oo, if a;,r 6 with Uj = tj for j = 1, • • • . m, then 
m—1 





Notice that for any z e there is at most one y' e with y, e 
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Thus, 




^(^h-iJ = … . J 
= r i " 卿 xc…..J) 
Take c. = e<^\\h\\. On the other hand, for any z e E+ there is at least one 
y' e 产Mz with y' e (since A^^ > 0). Then 
广 J � > e S 一 湖 h � 
> e — ⑷ ， 
and 
f^i^h-ij = l^(hXC�…irJ 
> ciA 一爪 e*^"树工）. 
where c, = (inf / 小 I f let P = log 入 we get the following inequalities: 
P. , KCh…iJ . 
—exp(—mP + S饥cH工))一 
Suppose now that 乂 is any other measure satisfying the inequalities in Theorem 
3.11 with constants c\A,P丨.Let {C, , . ,^} be disjoint cover of E+ i.e. E+ 二 
Uii…‘ Cir-im, then 
X： es“(不)< ^ ,(6；1、） 
… i l …im 
= 1 
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Hence 
log(c； Y^ e^-^(^)) < < log(4 Y^ 
ilil …irn i\il---im 
and so P' = lim^_).oo Similarly, we can get 
P = l i m l o g ( y eS爪办⑷�. m—>oo L ^ ilil …im 
Thus P 二 P'. 
The estimates on and give us {Ci^ ...im) < 叩'(Ch…im) 
where c = c2cjf^  and hence 丑）< cfj,{E) for all Borel sets E. Therefore, by 
Radon-Nikodym Theorem }J! = ffj, for some /i-integrable f. Applying cr one has 
M 二 crV 二 (/ . cr)a*fi = (/ . a)fi. 
As the Radon-Nikodym derivative is unique up to /^-equivalence, f . a = f , a.e.. 
Since fi is ergo die this gives f equivalent to some constant a. 1 = = 
J adfj, = a and ft = jjf. • 
Remark. According Theorem 3.8，the Gibbs measure m is the unique equilibri-
um state. 
Proposition 3.12. For any uj = {ijJi,U2, • • •) G EJ and any m > 1 
K � 1 … � � + 1 � + 2 • • • ) = 入 m h ( a � ) . 
Proof. Let C叫…uj^ = { r G S j ： r^  = 0；^, 1 < i < A;}. Then 
KoJl . . . UJm\iOm+l^m+2 ... ) = Hm /d{oJi • . • UJm\^m,+l • . . ^m+fc) 
K—>00 
= l i m "(。：.〜」 
“ 的 .一） 
二 lim 一一) (since//GM(.Y,a)). 
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Note that //, is the ry-measure for g = [e[ h)/{X-hoa). Write L instead of A 
Then o告 g 
= 办 C外.〜J 
： f eSm+fM 力 h,(y) 
J L A^+^'/ifx) Xc叫…〜_^丄y�d从x) 
二 J 明 • � ( w h e r e y = {^ur •. •••)) 
Xm+k 
/ ⑷圳 ‘T) (since • 二 hdi.) 
= f h{y) 
J h{ijj) � ) . 
Similarly, for each ^ = (c^ i • • • ⑴ 爪 + ^ 工 仰 • . . ) we have 
氣 + 1 • � J = ~h{a-u) [ E 零 
入 J h{a'^(jj) \ ‘ 
Note that iji = � “ 1 < ？： < m + A;, so 
s 鲁 S 观 徵 、 〜 織 1 肪 “ 沈 
Therefore 
" (的 . . . � I � + 1 0；叫2 … . ） = l i m � + J 
(C一...J 
二 eSm<H�)h(cj) 
X 爪 h�(T 爪 uS). • 
Readers can refer to [16] for a different proof. 
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Theorem 3.13 (Central Limit Theorem). Let -0 : E^ —)• M 6e a Holder continu-
ous function and m the Gibbs measure of • on S j . Then there exists a ^  G [0, oo) 
so that for c G M 
fUix G S+ : —{Sn^x) - nii{(j))) < c) —)•歪(c) as n ^ oo, 
‘ y/n 
where (I> is the normal distribution with mean zero and variance ^^. 
Proof. It suffices to show that the Laplace transform of ；^ (.t) — nyu ⑷） 
converges to the Laplace transform of the normal distribution For any a € M, 
= e - W 哗 � j 
- e — W 叫 j I^ie^Sn�、如小 
二 已 一 J ^ 靠 由 (let r r .=小 + ~ ^ 奶 
Given cj) and 也 let's consider a function defined on real number: 
_ = l o g ’ . 
入小 
It is a well known result that p is an analytic function on t (see [17]). 
We first show that P'(0) = jj^认奶.Note that 
m = = 1 L I ^ W z ^ 
A^-j-ti/, at X小 t 
Consider 
==~^\y4>�\<t>~H吻 h^+t^ijj) — ly小小 
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For any f G C(E+), when t 0 
t-�L,七时-L,�f 二 [ 蘭 e^^：^、 
E 聊 f i y 侧 = L 侧 . 
y^cr-^x 
Thus, 
+ 帥 - � > . � h例 、 = -
=x.mW. 
Hence t-�X小+帥—Xcj>) and this gives 乂0)=",々(>/；). 
Next, show t h a t 『 ( 0 ) > 0. Recall that P � 二 log 入如 so 
八(}> 
For p e [0，1] and h,t2 e M, we have 
+ (1 - p)h) = P(於 + (p亡 1 + (1 - 功 ） — 
二 s 二 + fjicl> + {ph + (1 — p)i2y^j)} - P(cP) 
\ M J 
+(1 - p) fsup{h^(a) + + t2iP)} 一 p(利) 
\ ^ J 
= p w + 奶 - m ) + (1—p){p{<p+1 孙、—?{4>)) 
二 P他 ) + ( l -
This implies is a convex function for t e M, and hence � " ( 0 ) > 0. 
Using this, 
log 老二 " ( S ) = _ +� (n-3 /2) 
= 务 0 ⑷ + ^ 謂 +0(几-3/2). 
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Thus we have the following limit as n oo: 
= e - v / H o ^ / V � � + ¥ / 5 " ( � ) + � ( n - 3 / 2 ) ) j ( A - n ^ n � )办於 
二 � � ( � ) + � ( n - " 2 ) y . ( A " — ^⑷办诊 
e。，、、j(j 




Applications in Dimension 
Theory 
In this chapter, we present the applications of Ruelle operator in dimension the-
ory. First, we investigate the cookie-cutter set for a Ci+--expanding map, and 
show that the equilibrium state on the set is of full dimension and is finite. The 
most important ingredient in establishing the result is that the equilibrium state 
on the cookie-cutter set is Gibbs on the basic sets (Theorem 4.3). Then in section 
4.2，we study the dimension of conformal repellers for a C^-expanding map. 
4.1 Hausdorff Dimension of Cookie-Cutter Sets 
Let ^ b e a bounded non-empty closed interval and Xi,…，Xp be disjoint closed 
subintervals ofX. Let f : UU X, X he such that each 不 mapped bijectively 
onto = (see Figure 4.1). Assume that f e C^^^ and\f\x)\ > 1’ 
V工 ^ ULi 不.Since (JLi 不 is compact and f has continuous derivative, we may 
assume that there exist 1 < < c/a < oo so that 
V 
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We study the dynamical system given by iterating points by f. Let 
V 
K = f{x) e [jx^ for k e N}, 
i=l 
where 产 is the /c-th iterate of / . One can see that K =门二�/―乂X)，which is 
a decreasing sequence of compact sets, hence K is also compact and non-empty. 
Clearly, K is invariant under f since x e K ii and only if f{x) e K. K is called 
a cookie-cutter set. 
I i z Z 
, 1 / 
I / i 
7 i I 
X 
礼 Ay Xpj Xpj 
Figure 4.1: A cookie-cutter function / : Xi\J---\jXp X with repelling cookie-
cutter = n二 
Define Fi : X ^ X as Fi{x) = f-^{x)门2•二 1 ， . . . S o Fi maps X 
bijectively onto and K satisfies K = ULi Fi[K). Since di < \f{x)\ < 而，it 
follows that 0 < ^ < < ^ < 1 and hence each Fi is a contraction on X. 
By Contraction Theorem [15, Theorem 1.1.4] the set K is unique. 
Let Ik = {(z.i... ik) ： ij e { 1 ， . . . f o r j = 1，...，A:} and I = U/,>i 4 - Write 
^h-ik = F i i � . . . � F i 丄 K). Then f : 爪 i s a bijection for each 
k <m. 
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Let 
”广=={1，...， r T = {u; = {UJ1UJ2 ...) : e {1，... ,p}} 
be a symbolic space with metric + 乂 ） 二 2—", where N is the largest positive 
integer with = for every z 二 1 , . . . ’ 见 The shift map . is as in chapter 
3.2, i.e. a H , = H . + i . We construct a map n : E； K as follows: for 
“ e % define + ) = 门 切 尸 叫 o . . . � F 叫 � 二 i T 外 言 Since each F] is 
contractive, the set 门你 K 叫 … 叫 contains only one point. 
The following theorem shows that every cookie-cutter set is a quotient space 
of a shift space by a certain equivalence relation. 
Theorem 4.1 ([15]). The map tt defined as above is a continuous bisection, and 
f O TT = TT O a. 
Let ⑴,丁 ^  ^ If < 2 - � i . e . = r. for z 二 1’...，n, then 
兀M ,兀M G i C i . . , 二 A V i , Note that 0 < � 1 < \FI{x)\ < d工 1 < 1 for each 
h by mean value theorem, 
— X/l < mx) 一 F,(y)\ < d-'\x - y\ (x, y e K). (4.I) 
By repeated application of (4.1) we have < dr\K\. Using this, 
1 + ) 一 7r(r)| < < d-^jKl 
This implies that tt is continuous. 
Using 
兀 ( j M ) - - f\”肌1…叫)=/(兀⑷） 
we verified that f o N = IT o a. 
It is ea^y to see that tt is injective since ^ , . . . , disjoint. More precisely, 
if 0； # r, then there exists m e N so that u饥 + 丁饥.Recall that F,{x) 二 
广1 � n X i and are disjoint. Therefore TT….咖 and K丁、…丁尔 are 
disjoint. It immediately implies that + ) •兀(丁) ifto^^r. 
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Let Z// = {[/i，…，Up} be a Borel partition of E+, where Uj = {a; G !；+ : cji = 
j}. Note that 
= 7r([/i U . . . U Up) 
=7r(" i )U. . .U7r([ /p) 
=<4=1 nky Fj o …o Fi, (K)) 
=U^iFME；))). 
Since 7r(S+) is a non-empty compact set, the uniqueness of K implies that 
H^；) = K. • 
Lemma 4.2 ([19]). Let P/(-Uog|/'|) be the topological pressure of-i\og\J'\ on 
K. Then Pf(-thg\f\) is strictly decreasing and continuous in t. 
Proof. Let Si = inf^ e^i^  log |/'0c)|，S2 = sup^ ^^ ^ log |/(a;)|. Then 0 < J： < ()2 < 00 
because ./.' is continuous on the compact set K. For e � 0 , 
1 产-1 \ 
I log ^ exp [—(力 + e) log \nrx)\ 
‘ 工吼 r . i k V i = 0 / 
1 ( 产—1 \ \ 
< ^log ^ e-而 exp nog|/'(/�T)| 
\ \i=0 ) ) 
1 广 \ 
=—减 + 石 log ^ exp ^ —t log \f{rx)\ . 
\j=o J 
Letting k 00 we have 
+ log\r\) - Pji-t\og\f\) < 
Similarly, we get 
< PKfi-{t + e) log iri) — Pf(-tlog I/I). 
Hence Pf{-t\og\f'\) is is strictly decreasing and continuous in t. • 
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Since P/(0) = hit) > 0 Lemma 4.2 guarantees the existence of the unique 
root of Pf�-t log\f\) = 0. In [6], Bowen discovered this equation while studying 
the Hausdorff dimension of q聰i-circles. This equation is known in dimension 
theory as Bowen's equation. 
For this number t, we define a function 0 � = - n o g | / | , x 6 K. Then ct> is 
H61der conti圓us since f is of class Then there is a unique equilibri画 
state f, of supported on K according to Theorem 3.8. From Theorem 4.1 
we know that TT is a continuous bijection from E+ to K, which implies that the 
structure of the symbolic space E+ is very similar to that of the dynamical system 
of cookie-cutter set. So we may assert that the equilibrium state p of K will be 
" o 兀-1, where v is the Gibbs measure of E；, and also their pressure are equal to 
each other. Let us give a rigorous proof of this statement. 
Theorem 4.3. Let “ be the unique equilibrium state of (P{x) = -tlog\f{x)\, 
切Aere t is the unique root of Bowen’s equation, i.e. Pf{-t\og\f{x)\) = 0. And 
let 口 be the GMs measure o勵=-tlog\f'{^u)\. Then ^ = Moreover, 
there exists a number a > 0 such that 
a-' < " ( U . < , 
一 eSk<K工、-a. 
/or all k>l, (zi •.. 4) G Ik and x e iT,-,..,-^. 
Proo/ Consider the measure supported on K which is define by m = ly o TT—i. 
Since is the probability measure on E；, m is also a probability measure on K. 
Note that V is cr-invariant and / o tt ^ tt o a, this implies m is /-invariant, more 
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precisely, for g G C{K) 
m{g o / ) = J go f{x)diyo7r-\x) 
= j 9{7r(uj))diy{uj) 
二 j g{x)du o 
二 rn{g). 
Let JC = { /(i，... = {Fi{K)r" and U = 队 … , 1 / 丄 where 
Uj = {cj e : oji = j}. Note that f is expansive, so hm{f) = hrJj,JC) by 
Proposition 2.9. For any set G /C V • • • V / — w r i t e = /^《卫门 f-^^Ki)门 
. . . n 广 i K i n . Then 
="(兀凡 1 门 广 n . . . n 严 KJ) 
Hence h„i(f) = hm(f,JC) = hu{aM) = h乂a). Combining this with the variation-
al principle, we get 
尸 / � > M / ) + = M … + H^。兀）=Pa{(p O TT). 
However, since tt is a continuous bijection, this gives that Pf{4>) = P八• o tt) 
according to Theorem 2.13. So m is an equilibrium state of 小 on K. It follows 
that fj, = 1/ o from the uniqueness of equilibrium state. 
Note that i/ is a Gibbs measure on E+, i.e. there exists a number a > 0 such 
that 
-1 ^ …ik) ^ “ Cl < a j.f f � CL 
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for all A : > l a n d ^ E C ” � . If .r € then � G T h e r e f o r e 
< ^i fe i i i l < a 
-eSkHx")-
for all A: > 1 and x 6 K“ 
The following proposition asserts that the sums S咖•) do not vary too much 
with a; in a sense that is uniform in k. 
Proposition 4.4. Let 小 he the function defined as above. Then there exists a 
mzm6er b > 0 such that for all k = 1,2,…and all fe ... z,) e 4 we have 
一 eSkHy) — b 
whenever x,y e 
P 一 . If 工 :"e K … � t h e n f � p y 6 州 f o r j � 0 , . . .，A ; - 1. So 
- Kfh/)\ s c\px - fyf 




< 作 ， - 力 
Take b' = c\K\^d{l{d{ - 1) and b = e^ We complete the proof. • 
Now we estimate the diameter of A^,..,,. In fact it is not too 腿ch different 
from | (产 y � I for all 工 e 
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Proposition 4.5. There is a number bo such that for all k 二 1,2,…and for all 
{i\ -'' ik) € Ik, we have 
bo' < < bo 
for all X e Ki广ik. 
Proof. Note that 
k-i 
Skm = 咖 ) 
i=o 
fc-i 
二 —力 X > g | / ( 尸 
j=0 
=-“og|(,y ⑷ I. 
This gives that e * ^ ’ " � =丨 (内�⑷丨 for all 工 G Ki?�. Using Proposition 4.4, we 
have 
< l ( 舰 < 
— I ( / W I -
for all 於=1，2，... and x,y e /Gi . ifc. 
Pick ij,z e be the end-points of A^. . . ;�then fhj, f z G K and they 
are also end-points of K. Applying the mean value theorem to .产 gives that for 
y, z € there exists w G so that 
Hence 
K — _ — | / � - 一 \K 
” 1 一 “ 二 
Since b部 < l l f i f l ^ < b”t this implies that 
WWM -、一 " - Km^l 
for all X e Take bo = we are done. 
• 
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The crucial point of Proposition 4.5 is that the number b does not depend on 
k. 
In order to introduce the main result, we need a well-known theorem in ad-
vance. 
Theorem 4.6 ([19]). Let “ be a Borelfimte measure on The lower pointwise 
dimension of fi at x is defined by 
i^x) 二 liminf log"(召湘） 
r~>0 log r 
V‘lA工、> d for fi-almost every x then dim// iJL>d. 
The theorem was first established by Young. We suggest readers to refer to 
Young [27] or Pesin [19 . 
Theorem 4.7. Let “ be the unique equilibrium state of 0(a；) = - H o g 
i is the unique root of Bow en，s equation. Then dim^ K = dim^/. 二 i and 
0 < n \ K ) < oo. 
Proof. We first show that dim；^  K < t. Note that by Theorem 4.3 
a ^ � 9 
for all k = l , 2 r ' - , x e K i ^ � a n d all ( h . . . ik) G 4 . Since 於⑷= 
Combining this with Proposition 4.5，there is a number a! such that 
^ r ^ 仅 1 
for all A: 二 1’ 2 , . . . and {i^.. • i^ ,) e 4 . 
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Given a number k, {/(ii-.-i/J is a cover of I<. Using Proposition 4.5 we have 
for x G 
V K- • ' < V 的 
Z ^ ”…仏 - 乙 (fkv(工、t 
< < E "(凡 1.、） 
=ahl • 1 
< oo. 
This gives that dim// K <t. 
On the other hand, given 0 < r < d2\K\ there exists an integer m such that 
for all (zi... im) e 1爪.Since is acover o f/T, C。(,、…《爪)^/爪/^：；丄叫.爪. 
So 
KBr{x) n iO s KBr{x)门 J < ai (而 + l)\Ki,...iJ < a 八(h + 
It follows from Theorem 4.6 that dim// fi > t, combining this with the fact that 
dim// K > dim// we have dim// K = dim// jj, = t. • 
4.2 General Case 
In this section, we study the dimension of conformal repellers for a C^-map. 
These results are mainly adopted from [12]. Later in the section, recent results 
of non-conformal case will be presented. 
Let X be a smooth Riemannian manifold and f : X X a C^-map. Let J 
be a compact subset of X such that / ( J ) = J. We say f is expanding on J and 
J is a repeller if 
(a) there exist C > 0 and A > 1 such that ||/^/二(”)|| > for all x e J, 
V e T工 M and n > 1; 
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(b) there exists an open neighborhood V of J such that J = {.7； 6 :严(.r) e 
V for all n > 0}. 
A smooth is called conformal if for each x G X the derivative 
map Df(x) is a scalar multiple of an isometry. We denote the magnitude of this 
scalar by \Df{x)l A smooth conformal map f is expanding if \Df{x)\ > 1 for 
every point x G The repeller J for a conformal expanding map is called a 
conformal repeller. 
We say that a Markov partition for an expanding map f is a finite cover 
尺 = { 瑪 ， . . . ， R L } of X by elements(called rectangles) such that: 
(a) each rectangle Ri is the closure of its interior inti?,-； 
(b) int Ri 门 int Rj = 0 unless i = j., 
(c) each /( /? , ) is a union of rectangles Rj. 
Note that an expanding map has Markov partitions of arbitrary small diameters 
(See [7]). The main result of this chapter is as follows. 
Theorem 4.8. Let X be a smooth Riemannian manifold and f ： X X a C^-
m叩 wUh conformal repeller J. Then there exists an f-invanant ergodic proba-
磁y measure fi on J with dim好 ^  = dim// J. 
The theorem will be proved in the following steps: 
1. Show that an analogous result holds for certain functions on symbolic space 
(Theorem 4.11). 
2. Introduce two dimension inequalities (Lemma 4.12 and 4.13). 
3. Construct the desired measure fi, then using Lemma 4,12 and 4.13 to show 
that the Hausdorff dimension o f i s arbitrarily close to Hausdorff dimension 
of J. 
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We again consider the symbolic space. Denote O = {!,••• , L}^ and just for 
simplicity, write the cylinder set instead of C^广.�爪.But in this section we 
endow it with a different metric. Given a strictly positive continuous function 
(/) : n M, associate with it a metric [(/>] on H defined by 
H e - — ) , 
where n is the largest positive integer with coi = u'- for every z = 1, • • • , n and 
S*J){ui) = min Sn(/)(ou') CJ 6 H.n > 0. 
Uj'eCn(oj) 
We will need the following standard lemma (see [4]). 
Lemma 4.9. Let {X,p) be a compact metric space in which any two balls are 
either disjoint or one is contained in the other. Let u he a probability measure on 
X and suppose that there exists a constant D = such that for u-a.a. x, 
e~>0 log e 
Then dinip ly = D. 
Lemma 4.10. Let u he a a-invariant ergodic probability measure on Q and let 
0 : n M 6e strictly positive and continuous. Then 
Proof. By the Shannon-Mcmillan-Breiman theorem 
lim --logiy(Cn(uj)) = hJa) ("-a.a. uj) 
7i->oo n \ / \. / 
and by the ergodic theorem 
lim —SnHcj) = I (bdv (V-a.a. u). 
n—oo n J 
Consider 溫”))，since Cn(oj) = -S*(t>{Lu), we have 
lim = lim iQg^(^nM) = W 
n—oo logical oo —S*(f){uj) f (pdv 
It follows from Lemma 4.9 that dim[利 u = j ^ . • 
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Theorem 4.11. Let ： 9 . R he a strictly positive continuous function with the 
•trie M defined as above. Then there exists a a-invariant ergodic probability 
•霞“抓巧，such that dimi. = dimn 二 Q, where 9 is the unique root of 
BOwen's equation P(-6(f)) = 0. 
/Voo/ Since cj is expansive, there exists a a-invariant ergodic measure v support-
ed on n such that 
0 二 P(—叫）=K{cj) + J{-Oc/>)diy = h,{a) - 6 J ^diy. 
From Lemma 4.10 we know that dimz/ = 6. Since dim^^ > dim^/，it suffices to 
show that dimn < 9. 
Given e � 0 ’ by the definition of pressure there exists an 7Y G N such that for 
Vn > N, 
s u p e — < gne 
Since every C G is a cylinder set of form 
|C| < e — = s u p e—〜咖'）< sup e 知 e x p ( V K a r � . 
w'ea^iuj) w'ec ^ ^ 
2 = 1 
Set c 二 and choose m large enough such that [二i:叩於 < & for n � m . 
Then 
^ 没 < exp(-nceinf + {9 + ce) ^ Vaucj)) ^  supe'^^-^^^) < e一似 
for all large enough n. Hence dim^ < 9 + ce. Since e > 0 is arbitrary, dimQ < 
e. • 
The following two lemmas will be used in the approximation of the Hausdorff 
dimension of ii. 
Lemma 4.12. Let X and Y he metric spaces and let tt : X — Y be a Holder 
continuous mapping with exponent a > 0 and constant c > 0. Then for any 
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E C X and any s�0，we have W{E) < oo � W � � E y ) < oo, where W is s-
dimensional Hausdorff measure. Hence, dim7r(£') < a—丄 dim 丑.If X is compact 
and u is a probability measure on X, then dim i/ o TT < dimi/. 
Proof. If {Ui} is a (5-cover of E, then, since \tt{E D Ui)\ < n [/^！“ < it 
follows that {tt{E n L i^)} is an e-cover of 7r(E), where e = c5"-. Thus \'k{E n 
[ / � " � < c /^a ^ . so that VfJ"'{'K{E)) < As 5 ^ 0, so e 0, we 
get W � [ E y i < (ffms(J^�< OO. Hence dim7r(E) < a—i dimE. 
If F is a cr-compact subset of X with i/{F) = 1 and dim v 二 dim F, we have 
7t{F) is (j-compact and i/ o 7r~^(7r(F)) 二 1. So 
dim 1/ OTT < dim 7r(F) < dim F 二 a一i dim v. 
• 
Lemma 4.13. Let X and Y be metric spaces and let tt : X ^ Y be a mapping 
with the following property. There exist positive h, C and N such that for all 
sufficiently small E > 0； the preimage TT—I (召)of any e-ball in Y can be covered 
by at most N sets in X of diameter less that Ce^. Then for any set E C Y we 
have that W{'k-\E)) > 0 W\E) > 0. Hence, dimE > bdim7r-\E). Also, 
if u is a probability measure on X then dim" O TT"^  > 6dim". 
Proof. If {Bi} is a sequence of e-ball that cover E <Z Y, then since 
丨 < 丨兀―1(^)1 < N • CeK, 
it follows that {tt'^E n Bi)} is an NCe^-cover of 7r-�E). Thus, 
J2 I兀五门召0广 < NsC'e^bs = (J^cy Y^\Bi\^s. 
i i i 
Hence we have H'{7t-\E)) < C伸、E) for some constant C'. This gives dim E > 
bdimn-^E). 
U E C Y satisfies v o n - = 1 and dimE = dim" o 7r"\ then since 
i/(7r-i(E*)) = 1’ bdimiy < 6dim(7r-i(E)) < dimE = dimi/oTr—i. • 
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P 一 of T — 霞 从 Since J is compact, we assume that for some constants a 
and 
1 < a S \Df{x)\ <p<oo 
for all xeJ. And there exist r � 0 and A � 1 such that if x e J and y e M 
satisfy \x - y\ < then 
f{y)\>\\x-y\. 
Since / I厂 J J is an expanding map and hence f has Markov partitions of 
arbitrarily small diameters. Let { i ? ! , . . . : R^} be such a Markov partition for f\j 
with < min{r, A—i} for each i. Set Q = {1,...，;：^广,and 
附 ) = { o ; e ： R�n c / l i ) Mn G N}. 
For a finite admissible sequence { ;•， . . .， e {1’ …,p}n, i.,. 〔肌卜！、 
for all 1 <j <n, set 
71-1 
j=0 
and write for R—,….，0；凡-1) if co e •(/)• Since we have chosen the 
Markov partition so that < min{r, A—i}’ we get 
l^nHI < < A -
Note that J is compact and hence for each cu e _ the set is just 
a single point, we denote it by 7r(a;). So the map TT : Q � ^ J is surjective and 
7roa = fo7von • ( / ) , where a is the shift on H. 
Define 4> ： (0，+oo) by 咖）= l o g |i^/(7r(a;))|, and extend cp arbitrarily 
to a strictly positive continuous function on denoted by • again. 
By Theorem 4.11 there exists a a--invariant ergodic measure i/ with "(TT—i(J)) 二 
1 and dim兀—ij 二 dim". Set m = " � 兀 — i , we will show that “ is the desired 
measure, i.e., is /-invariant and dimyLz 二 dim J. Clearly, ^(J) 二 1 and yLz is 
/-invariant and ergodic because 7roa = f on. 
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We then need to show the map TT : 0 ( / ) -> J satisfies the conditions in Lemma 
4.12 and 4.13 with a and b arbitrarily close to 1. The reason is as follows. 
Note that 
dim7r(n(/)) 二 dim J g a'^Q^f), dim/^ < ar'^ dim ly (4.2) 
by Lemma 4.12 and 
dim J > 6dim7r-^(J) = hdimQ{f), dim fi > 6dim// (4.3) 
by Lemma 4.13. So if a and b are arbitrarily close to 1，we get 
dim fi = dim u, dim n ( / ) = dim J 
from (4.2) and (4.3)，and since 
dim" == dim7r-i(J) = dimQ(f), 
we have dim fi = dim J. 
We first show that TT is Holder continuous with exponent a close to 1. Note 
that f is CJi and J is compact, so 
v{p) :=sup sup \\Df{y)\ — \Df{z)\\ — 0 
xeJ y,zGBp{x) 
as p — 0, and since we have assumed that \Df{x)\ > a > 1 for \/x 6 J, 
|P/(y)| - I D / � I I < < 1 + ^ ^ < 1 + + ) < 
holds ioi X e J,y e Bp{x). Interchange x and y we get the lower bound of 
\£m. Thus 
< < (y e �,工 e J). (4.4) 
Noth that \f{x) — f{y)\ = \Df{^)\\x — y\ for some <f € Bp{x) using (4.4) we have 
< mx)-f{y)\ < \f{x)-f{y)\ ” 
\Df{x)\\x-y\ 一 — \Df{x)\\x-yr • 
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Hence 
,-”(P) < \m-f{y)\ < , � 
Df{x)\\x-y\ - . 
We may assume that r has been chosen small enough such that r 二 p. Then for 
each 1 S S n, the following inequalities 
e-”(r) < < 
holds whenever /^"^(x) G J, ^ 書 S ince\f{x) - f iy )\ > X\x-y\ 
iixeJ.ye M and \x - y\ < r, by induction we have 
( 4 5 ) 
So the (4.5) is equivalent to 
e 娘 ( “ I M < \lM.-m\ < (A—(:•為） 
whenever x e J . y ^ x and |:r - < Note that 
\n^)-ny)\_yr \m-riy)i 
I W动丨工 - y \ I巧 ' ( / “ i⑷川广• - 1问-/“％)| 
and hence 
c-l < 昨 ) - 广 ⑷ 丨 ^ , 
~ \Df-(x)\\x-y\ 
where “ = eU=-� i ” (A� ) .par t i cu lar , 0 ” -> 1 since ” ( A 〜 ） 0 for each i. 
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Recall that maxi |7?.i| < min{r, assume further that < � f o r each ?；, 
note that 1 < a < \Df{x)\ < (5 for all x e J, and so 
1 1 〉一 > /? 
Since < and 丨 = e - s 斗 、 w e have 
剛 丨 ^ 
< 6卜 1 
—lAfn- i(兀 M)||D/(广-i(7r(a;)))| 
< _ _ ^ _ _ 
=<ene 一 •^斗). 
This means TT is Holder with exponent a arbitrarily close to 1. 
Next show that TT satisfies the condition in Lemma 4.13. Let Ri be the 6-
neighborhood for Ri, where 6 < r and is small enough so that Ri n Rj = 0 
whenever Ri n Rj = 0. Like we did before, for an admissible (io,... Jn-i) set 
n—1 
及('�0,. •. , ' i n - i ) =门 
j=o 
Let X e J and eO, take u e 7r~^{x). Then there is unique n G N such that 
5 6 
UdM^ - ‘ -
We can know that C for x e since the ball with center x 
and radius “ 一 ： 丨 ^ 一 i ⑷ 丨 < S is contained in Rn{co)- Since 7r(Cn(a))) 二 Rj�CS) for 
all j and u, the set is covered by the cylinders • • • , 
where • • • e n ( / ) are such that 门 0 . We may also 
assume that the sequence lj^ labeling the cylinder Cn{oJ�have been chosen so 
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that e R r M . Here k = k(n,:r:) depends on .x and n. Then for each j， 
< + ^ Va^cP) 
i=l 
P / 卞 M ) | - \Df^\ . 
Let b e (0,1). Since 义 几 1 , expEIU Var.^/n) 1 and \Df(.)\ > . > i, 
for n large enough we have 
~ 产⑷丨 
Thus, for any b € (0，1)’ 兀 c a n be covered by k balls o f n ( / ) of diameter 
less than e6, where . is very small. And note that if the size of the Markov 
partition is small enough, then 
K = ： Ri n Rj • 0 } 
is independent of n and hence is bounded by K. This implies n satisfies 
the condition in Lemma 4.13 for b arbitrarily close to 1. This completes the proof 
of Theorem 4.8. 
• 
The study of the dimension of conformal repellers is essentially complete: 
various dimension characteristics of the repeller (e.g. the Hausdorff dimension, 
lower and upper box dimensions) all agree and the common value is given a^  a 
root of Bowen's famous equation. In addition, there exists a unique measure of 
maximal dimension and the Hausdorff measure at dimension is finite. The result 
is as follows. 
Theorem 4.14 ([19]). Let f : M — M be a conformal expandmg map wUh 
« conformal repeller A and Df(x) = a{x)Isom, for any x e M. Then 
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� dim// A 二 dim^A = dim^八 二 s，where s is the unique root of Bowen's 
equation 
P/(-5log|a|) = 0 ; 
(2) the s-dimensional Hausdorff measure of K is positive and finite; moreover, 
让 is equivalent to the measure ji, which is the unique equilibrium measure 
corresponding to the Holder continuous function - 5 log \a{x)\ on M; 
� dim// A = 5 = dim// fi, in other words, the measure fi is an invariant 
measure of full Hausdorff dimension. 
For a C^ conformal expanding map f which we discussed before, statements 
1 and 3 of Theorem 4.14 still hold, see [12 . 
On the other hand, the study of the dimension of non-conformal repellers has 
proved to be much more difficult due to distinct rates of expansion in different 
directions in the space leading to distinct values of the Lyapunov exponent. So far 
substantial progress has been made in studying the dimension of non-conformal 
repellers of some particular types, especially the ones generated by iterated func-
tion systems(IFS). Falconer [9] derived an implicit formula for the Hausdorff and 
box dimensions of “ almost all" self-affine sets. 
However, finding an explicit formula for the Hausdorff dimension of non-
conformal repellers (such as Bowen's formula in the conformal case) is a difficult 
task. Hence one can try to obtain lower and upper bounds for the dimension. 
The case of expanding Some simple but rather rough estimates can 
be obtained by taking two Holder continuous functions 小 and ^ on A given by 
0 = — log \\Df(x)l ^ = log \\{Df{x))-'l 
Let t and t be the unique roots of Bowen's equations 
Pf it f ) = 0， P f _ = 0. 
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Theorem 4.15 ([2]). The following inequalities hold: 
i < dim// A < dim^A < dm^A < t. 
A sharper dimension estimates under certain additional assumptions can be 
obtained using non-additive thermodynamic formalism. Namely, given d' e (•, 1], 
we say that the map f is 知bunched if for every x G A, 
\\{Df{x))-'nDf{x)\\<l. 
Consider two sequences of functions on A defined by 
望 = { 1 � = -log||Dr(x)||}, RiOr) =log||p 广(:r))-i||}. 
Theorem 4.16 ([2]). Let f be a expanding a-bunched map. Then 
5 < dim// A < dim^A < HS^A < 5， 
—ere s and s are the unique roots of Bowen's equations 
'^fiss) = 0, 尸 = 0. 
i/ere CP八屯)and are respectively the non-additive topological pressure and 
non-additive upper capacity topological pressures of (I) on the set A with respect 
to f(see chapter 4 of [19]). 
Note that if f is conformal, then t<s<s<l If / is non conformal, the 
numbers 5 and 5 provide sharper estimates than the numbers t and I see [2]. 
r/^e case of expanding C'-maps. Let f : M ] M be a map of a smooth 
manifold and A an invariant repeller associated with f. Set m 二 dimAf，and 
choose e > 0 such that f is invertible on each ball B,{x) with a; G A. Given 
s e [0,爪]’ we define a sequence of functions (f)'^: A b y 
� = l o g s u p { 約 … 广 ⑷ ： y e 
where B-{x) = n 二 f - 吻 产 : c ) and is the singular value function. Then 
there exists a unique number s such that = 0. 
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Theorem 4.17 ([3]). Let k he a reseller for a C^ expanding map. Then diniBA < 
s. 
In [28], Zhang introduced a new type of pressure functional P/(-). Namely, 
let the logarithms of the singular value of Df^(x) be 
AIGT, n > A2(X,广）2 ….2 \.m{x, n > nlogk 
where m = dim M and A; > 1 is the number such that for all a; G A and v G T^M, 
\D fxv\\ > A;||t'||. Set 
m 
ga(工,n = Y^ M工,n + (a — w)入m-M(工,n 
i=m—[a]+l 
for a E [O.m]. Define a sequence of functions P^ •  [0, m] M as follows: 
/ L 
In [28], the author proved the following result. 
Lemma 4.18 ([28]). For every a G [0,m]； the following limit exists: 
lim = inf n e 
n-^oo 
Set P*{a) = limn —OOP„(Q：). Then P* is continuous and strictly decreasing on 
0. m . 
There exists a unique number s* such that P*{s*) 二 0. 
Theorem 4.19 ([28]). Let h he a repeller for a C^ expanding map. Then 
dim// k S s*. 
In [1], the authors proved that the new pressure function introduced by Zhang 
28] is equivalent to the subadditive pressure function, i.e. the upper bound of 
the Hausdorff dimension of non-conformal repellers in [28] is exactly the unique 
root of the equation of subadditive topological pressure. Hence s* gives an upper 
bound for the Hausdorff dimension. 
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In [13]’ Huang and Zhang established the lower bound of the lower pointwise 
dimension of in terms of Lyapunov exponent and of entropy h,{f) where f is 
a C^ self-map on a smooth Riemannian manifold. 
L e t M be a self-map of a smooth manifold and p be an /-invariant 
ergodic Borel probability measure with a compact support A, and xl > - - - > 
be the Lyapunov exponents of^ with respect to f. The lower and upper pointwise 
dimensions of x e M with respect to fj, are 
M t l i ^ J ^ f f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ and S 刺 二 l i m s u p i ^ i ^ ^ 
^ r->0 log r 
Theorem 4.20 ([13]). Let f be a C^ self-map on M and A be the repeller off. 
Let ^ be an f-invanant ergodic Borel prohahUUy measure supported on A. 
� Ifxl > 0, thend(x)>^-h^. 
� 风 從 f 仏 譲 - d e g e n e r a t e on k, i.e. m i n ” , 了 • 丨 丨 > 0. If 
Xl > 0，then 
for /j,-a.e. x e M. 
A direct result of Theorem by Young's criterion is 朋 follows. 
Theorem 4.21 ([13]). Let f be a C^ self-map on M and A be the repeller off. 
L枕 ^ & 肌 f 一riant ergodic Borel probability measure supported on A. 
� I f x l > 0，then dim" > 哗. 
� Suppose f is non-degenerate on A. //x么 > 0，then 
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